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Report Released Announcing 2023 Highlights

FTC Issues Privacy and Data Security 
Update in March, 2024
• “The FTC is taking bold actions to challenge the indiscriminate collection and 

monetization of consumers’ data. We are securing meaningful remedies to 
protect consumers’ information, rather than placing the burden on 
consumers to protect themselves.” – Samuel Levine, Director of the FTC’s 
Bureau of Consumer Protection

• To date, the FTC has brought:
• 97 Privacy cases
• 89 Data Security cases
• 169 Telemarketing Sales Rule/CAN-SPAM cases

• Recent Key Areas of Focus:
• Artificial Intelligence
• Health Privacy
• Children’s Privacy
• Geolocation Data



Artificial Intelligence



Policy: Biometric Info and Section 5

FTC Issued Policy Statement in May 2023
• Numerous practices relating to use and processing of biometric 

information may violate Section 5 of the FTC Act:
• False claims relating to the accuracy or fairness of technology
• Deceptive statements about collection and use of biometric 

information
• Failing to assess forseeable harms from data breaches
• Failing to provide appropriate training for employees or 

contractors
• Local laws restricting the use of certain technologies in certain 

locations also apply



Open Commission Meeting – May 18, 2023

Commissioners Deliver Remarks Supporting the 
FTC’s Biometric Information Policy Statement
• Chair Khan and Commissioners Slaughter and Bedoya each delivered remarks at the 
Commission’s May 18 Open Commission Meeting

• Chair Khan discussed why consumer “consent” may represents a fiction
• Commissioner Slaughter called for specific enforcement of the Health Breach 

Notification Rule
• Commissioner Bedoya expressed particular concern about the discriminatory effects 

caused by improper use of biometric information. 



Rite Aid

Rite Aid Banned from Using Facial 
Recognition
• FTC announced settlement with Rite Aid in December 2023
• The Order prohibits Rite Aid’s use of AI Facial Recognition for 5 years
• FTC alleged that Rite Aid’s facial recognition falsely flagged customers as 
potential shoplifters, prompting contractors to search, follow, and remove 
innocent customers

• The embarrassment of falsely being identified as a shoplifter allegedly 
disproportionately impacted people of color

• Rite Aid allegedly used low quality images and an incomplete data set to 
train its AI powered system, leading to thousands of false-positive matches 
that its contractor incorrectly acted upon. 



Chair Khan’s Remarks Re: Artificial Intelligence

FTC Chair Lina Khan Gives Remarks at the 
FTC Tech Summit on Jan. 25, 2024
• FTC focused on four key principles with respect to AI legislation and 
enforcement:
• Scrutinizing existing and emerging bottlenecks and monopolies
• Consumer protection surrounding the improper use of data – “our remedies will 

[require] that firms delete models trained on unlawfully acquired data.”
• Aligning liability with capability and control
• Effective remedies that establish bright-line rules



Commissioner Levine on the Digital Economy

BCP Director Samuel Levine Remarks at 
Fordham Law School on Apr. 17, 2024
• Notice and Choice is not a permanent regime.  “Notice and choice is a fantasy 
world, divorced from the reality of how people live or how firms operate.”
• Three goals for a better digital economy:

• Establishing a zone of privacy on the internet
• Making the internet less like a casino
• Ensuring AI works for us, not the other way around



Health Privacy



Consumer Health Information: Handle with Care

Monument Banned from 
Disclosing Health Data for 
Advertising
• FTC reached settlement with Monument following 

FTC allegations that Monument shared consumer 
health data with third-party advertising platforms 
without consent

• DOJ complaint alleged that Monument shared 
sensitive information about patients seeking help for 
alcohol addiction with advertisers despite promises 
not to share such information. 

• Settlement would impose a $2.5 Million Penalty



Consumer Health Information: Handle with Care

Proposed Order will Prohibit 
Cerebral from Using Sensitive 
Data for Advertising
• Complaint alleges that Cerebral and its former CEO 

deceived users about its data sharing and security 
practices, and misled consumers about its cancellation 
policies

• Telehealth firm Cerebral will be required to pay $7 
Million in civil fines. 

• Cerebral allegedly:
• Engaged in careless marketing
• Allowed former employees to access user data
• Used insecure access methods. 



FTC Changes to Health Breach Notification Rule

FTC Finalized Rule in Apr. 2024 Underscoring its Application to Health Apps 
and Similar Technologies Not Covered by HIPAA
• The HBNR requires vendors of personal health records (PHR) and related entities that are not covered by the 

Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) to notify individuals, the FTC, and, in some cases, 
the media of a breach of unsecured personally identifiable health data. It also requires third party service 
providers to vendors of PHRs and PHR related entities to notify such vendors and PHR related entities 
following the discovery of a breach.

• According to the Majority statement, “codifying how HBNR applies to online platforms and applications, 
today’s Final Rule provides market participants with more clarity about what entities are covered—thereby 
providing greater certainty and notice.” 

• Commissioners Holyoak and Ferguson dissented: “The Commission takes liberties . . . to adopt a new, 
capacious definition of “covered health care provider” and a new, similarly capacious definition of “health care 
services and supplies,” whose joint effect is to sweep a large swath of apps and app developers under the 
purview of the Final Rule.”



Children’s Online 
Privacy Protection Act 
(COPPA)



Amendments to COPPA

FTC Proposed Amendments to 
COPPA in Dec. 2023
• First amendment to COPPA in a decade
• Changes include:

• Requiring separate opt-in for targeted advertising;
• Prohibiting conditioning a child’s participation on collection of 

personal information;
• Imposing restrictions on educational technology companies, 

including prohibiting these companies’ use of students’ data 
for commercial purposes;

• Increasing accountability for Safe Harbor programs, including 
by requiring each program to publicly disclose its membership 
list and report additional information to the Commission;

• Strengthening data security requirements; and
• Limiting data retention.



Increased Enforcement to Protect Kids



Open Questions Surrounding Children’s Privacy

FTC Denied Application for Facial 
Age Verification
• Entertainment Software Rating Board (ESRB) and others applied to 

use a new technology to obtain parental consent under COPPA
• The FTC denied the application without prejudice on March 29, 

2024
• The Commission unanimously elected to deny the application until 

it has more information about the technology at issue including 
the technology’s risks and potential benefits. 



Data Collection and 
Data Minimization



Notice of Penalty Offenses (NPO)

NPO Summarizes Acts Previously 
Found to Violate Law
An NPO serves as a warning that certain activity may leave a company 
vulnerable to enforcement action. 

NPO Sent to 5 Tax Prep 
Companies
Warns that using data for any purpose other than that for which it was 
collected violates the law.  Such uses include:
• Using data for advertising
• Obtaining an alternative financial benefit
• Violating an expectation of confidentiality for any purpose



BetterHelp

FTC Banned BetterHelp from Revealing Consumers’ 
Data, Including Sensitive Mental Health Information
• FTC issued a Proposed Order against BetterHelp in March, 2023
• The Proposed Order requires BetterHelp to pay $7.8 million to consumers to settle charges that it revealed 

consumers’ sensitive data to third parties including Facebook and Snapchat for advertising after promising to 
keep such data private. 

"When a person struggling with mental health issues reaches 
out for help, they do so in a moment of vulnerability and with 

an expectation that professional counseling services will protect 
their privacy[. ]Instead, BetterHelp betrayed consumers’ most 
personal health information for profit. Let this proposed order 

be a stout reminder that the FTC will prioritize defending 
Americans’ sensitive data from illegal exploitation."

Samuel Levine, Director of the FTC’s 
Bureau of Consumer Protection



Chegg Inc.

FTC Finalized Order in Jan. 2023 with 
Ed Tech Provider Chegg for Lax 
Security that Allegedly Exposed 
Student Data
• Chegg allegedly experienced four data breaches that exposed the 

personal information of about 40 million users and employees.

• FTC alleged that Chegg stored users’ personal data on its cloud storage 
databases in plain text and employed outdated and weak encryption 
to protect user passwords.

• Among other remedies, the FTC’s Order limits the data Chegg is 
permitted to collect or retain. 



Other Enforcement Actions



Addressing Vulnerabilities Systematically

FTC Issues Guidance from the Cybersecurity and 
Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)
• “The best way to address the risk of security vulnerabilities in products is systematically, 

not in ad-hoc or one-off ways.”
• FTC has been bringing enforcement actions based on poos cybersecurity practices for more 

than two decades. 
• Current best practices include preemptively protecting against the following vulnerabilities:

• Cross Site Scripting
• SQL Injection
• Buffer Overflows and Use-After-Free Vulnerabilities



Sensitive Information 
and Dark Patterns



Dark Patterns Generally

• Coined in 2010 by user design specialist Harry Brignull, the term “dark patterns” 

has been used to describe design practices that trick or manipulate users into 
making choices they would not otherwise have made and that may cause harm.

• Common Dark Patterns include:
• Design Elements that Induce False Beliefs
• Design Elements that Hide or Delay Disclosure of Material Information

• Design Elements that Lead to Unauthorized Charges
• Design Elements that Obscure or Subvert Privacy Choices

• The FTC has used its enforcement authority to prevent dark patterns across a 
range of industries and varied deceptive practices. 



Recent Enforcement



Advanced Notice of 
Proposed 
Rulemaking (ANPR) 
Surveillance and Lax Data 
Security



Consumer Data Privacy

FTC exploring new rule on 
consumer data 
• FTC issued ANPR on commercial collection and 

use of consumer data in August 2022
• Goal of ANPR is to determine the need for a 

data privacy rule and its potential impact
• Priorities are youth mental health, data 

security, bias and discrimination, consumer 
choice, and deceptive collection practices

• Public comment period closed November 
2022

• FTC still reviewing more than 10,000 
comments



Audience Questions


